
 

SPINJAMMER SELF-EVALUATION SHEET 
 

NAME_____________________________________ 
 

Place a check mark next to each trick you can perform almost every time. 
 
___direct start 
___2 handed start 
___toss start 
 
___spin and run 
___spin and skip 
___spin and jump 
___spin and hop 
___spin and gallop 
___spin and leap 
___spin and turn around 
___spin and roll like a log 
___spin and turn on bottom  
 
___spin switching fingers 
___spin switching fingers on opposite hand 
 
___while spinning switch with a partner 
 
___spin Rt. hand, toss, catch 2 hands 
___spin Lt. hand, toss, catch 2 hands 
 
___ spin Rt. hand, toss, catch right  
___ spin Rt. hand, toss, catch left 
 
___ spin Lt. hand, toss, catch left 
___ spin Lt. hand, toss, catch right 
 
___ spin Rt. hand, toss, cone catch right 
___ spin Rt. hand, toss, cone catch left 
 
___ spin Lt. hand, toss,  cone catch left 
___ spin Lt. hand, toss,  cone catch right 
 
___spin Rt., toss to a partner 
___spin Lt., toss to a partner 
___catch from a partner 1 handed 
___catch from a partner 2 handed 
___cone catch from a partner Rt. hand 
___cone catch from a partner Lt. hand 
 
 
Modified from: Lou Rubino, CT 

 
___sit, spin “figure 8”over and under legs 
 
___sit, leg over with a toss and catch Rt. hand 
___sit, leg over with a toss and catch Lt. hand 
___sit, leg over with a toss and cone catch  Rt. hand 
___sit, leg over with a toss and cone catch  Lt. hand 
 
___stand, leg over with a toss and catch Rt. hand 
___ stand, leg over with a toss and catch Lt. hand 
___ stand, leg over with a toss and cone catch  Rt. hand 
___ stand, leg over with a toss and cone catch  Lt. hand 
 
___while standing pass around and through leg 
 
___Rt. hand wrist flip  
___Rt.  reverse wrist flip 
___Lt. hand wrist flip  
___Lt. reverse wrist flip 
___wrist flip toss and catch Rt. hand 
___wrist flip toss and catch Lt. hand 
___wrist flip toss and cone catch Rt. 
___wrist flip toss and cone catch Lt. 
 
___ spin Rt., toss, turn around, catch 2 hands 
___ spin Lt., toss, turn around, catch 2 hands 
 
___ spin Rt., toss, turn around, catch Rt. 
___  spin Rt., toss, turn around, catch Lt. 
___  spin Lt., toss, turn around, catch Lt. 
___ spin Lt., toss, turn around, catch Rt. 
___ spin Rt., toss, turn around, cone catch Rt. 
___  spin Rt., toss, turn around, cone catch Lt. 
___  spin Lt., toss, turn around, cone catch Lt. 
___ spin Lt., toss, turn around, cone catch Rt. 
 
___pass behind the back 
___reverse wrist flip and pass to other hand through the 
legs 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 


